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Caspar David Friedrich and the Düsseldorf Romanticists 

15 October 2020 - 7 February 2021 

Caspar David Friedrich (1774-1840) is regarded as one of the most eminent 19th-century 

painters and the most important representative of German Romanticism. Comprising 

approximately 130 works, the exhibition at the Kunstpalast, Düsseldorf, explores the 

relationship between Caspar David Friedrich and the Düsseldorf Romanticists, which 

was characterised by criticism as well as mutual respect and affinity. The exhibition 

addresses the changes in taste occurring in the period between early Romanticism and 

the beginnings of the Realist movement. For the first time Saxonian landscape 

painting forms a dialogue with its Düsseldorf counterparts. 

“No other artist from the Romantic period is similarly well-known in Germany as 

Caspar David Friedrich and admired both by the public and experts”, emphasizes Felix 

Krämer, Director General of the Kunstpalast. “At the same time, few are aware that the 

oeuvre of the painter from Greifswald started to fall into oblivion from the mid-1830s. 

This was largely due to the enormous success of the representatives of Düsseldorf 

Romanticists.” 

Presented alongside works by fellow artists from Dresden such as Carl Gustav Carus 

(1789-1869), Ludwig Richter (1803-1884) and Ernst Ferdinand Oehme (1797-1855), 

around 60 of Friedrich’s works will be juxtaposed with paintings by a number of 

Düsseldorf artists, including Andreas (1815-1910) and Oswald Achenbach (1827-1905), 

Carl Friedrich Lessing (1808-1880) and Johann Wilhelm Schirmer (1807-1863). 

“From today’s perspective, it may come as a surprise that it was the Düsseldorf artists 

who were celebrated as the true Romanticists.”, comments Bettina Baumgärtel, curator 

of the exhibition. “However, when tracing Caspar David Friedrich’s rise and decline, it 
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becomes evident that art perception undergoes constant change and that the 

evaluation of artistic quality follows no universally applicable principles.” 

The first half of the 19th century saw a lively and multifaceted cultural exchange 

between the Rhineland region and Saxony. From 1826, Friedrich exhibited at a variety 

of German art academies, as did the director of the Düsseldorf Academy of Art, 

Wilhelm Schadow (1788-1862), and members of the early generation of the Düsseldorf 

School of Painting. According to Friedrich, contemplation of nature was meant to 

facilitate an exploration of the inner self; landscape paintings were not merely 

intended to depict nature, but to arouse emotions, as is symbolised by the Rückenfigur 

motif (figure seen from behind). From the late 1820s onwards, works by artists in both 

Düsseldorf and Saxony made reference to Friedrich’s paintings. However, paintings by 

Düsseldorf artists increasingly exhibited more dramatism and pathos, as well as being 

of a considerably larger format; they told stories and were convincingly refined 

technically. This style of painting gradually had an increasing influence, particularly 

on the Saxonian art scene, and thus, leading Düsseldorf painters were eventually 

awarded professorships at the Dresden Academy. 

Presented in eight sections ranging from studio scenes to a variety of landscape 

themes, the exhibition explores the ways in which Dresden Romanticism came to be 

superseded by the Düsseldorf style of painting, as well as addressing the social 

developments underlying this change in taste. Alongside native landscapes, maritime 

paintings and moonlit nocturnes, the exhibition also illuminates the plein air study as 

a working method. Referring to issues such as ephemerality – a central theme in 

Romantic art – the exhibition illustrates the evolution of painting from the silent 

contemplation of Caspar David Friedrich to the social satire occurring in genre 

paintings by Düsseldorf artists. Further interesting contrasts are demonstrated by 

comparing Friedrich’s contemplative “Rocky Reef on the Sea Shore” to the stormy 

dramatism of Andreas Achenbach’s “Storm at Sea off the Norwegian Coast”. Important 
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loans from the Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin, Hamburger Kunsthalle, Folkwang Museum 

Essen, Musée du Louvre, Paris, Staatliche Kunsthalle Karlsruhe, Städel Museum, 

Frankfurt, Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Madrid, as well as a variety of other 

renowned public and private collections complement the extensive show. 

The exhibition is a collaboration with the Museum der bildenden Künste Leipzig, 

where it will be presented from 3 March to 6 June 2021. 

Curators: Bettina Baumgärtel, Kunstpalast, Düsseldorf, and Jan Nicolaisen, Museum 

der bildenden Künste Leipzig. 

The presentation is accompanied by a 208-page catalogue published by Sandstein 

Verlag, including a foreword by Felix Krämer / Jeannette Stoschek and texts by Bettina 

Baumgärtel, Johannes Grave, Florian Illies, Jan Nicolaisen and Maria Zinser. 

The exhibition is supported by Kulturstiftung der Länder and the Ministry of Culture 

and Science of the German State of North Rhine-Westphalia. 

Images are available for download via www.kunstpalast.de/en/footer-en/press-english 

 


